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Microsoft Teams
Teams sits at the center of Microsoft 365, the hub for teamwork
that combines chat, video meetings, calling, and files into a single,
integrated desktop application experience. It is the hub for teamwork
that brings together all collaboration and communications capabilities
using the full breadth and depth of Microsoft 365.
Teams is the place to have informal chats, iterate quickly on a project,
work with team files, and collaborate on shared deliverables. The
Teams platform is continuing to evolve, with many new features slated
for release that continue to focus on improving productivity and
communications.
Turning on Teams is easy – rolling it out in a manner that is most
effective for your organization requires planning! Logicalis is here to
help you Teams best! Teams includes:

Meetings

Supports both private and
channel meetings to be more
productive and real-time with:
x High-definition audio, web,
and video conferencing
x Presentation and application
sharing
x Cloud recording of meetings
with transcription and
translation
x Share content and use
intelligent features, like
background blur and
scheduling assistance, from
mobile devices

Chat

Communicate through threaded
and persistent chat with
additional features:
x Rich text capable
x Chat, call, and meet across
devices, including mobile
x @-mention someone to
ensure they see your message
x Keep interactions engaging
with memes and animated
GIFs
x File sharing in chat

Calling

Connect with anyone through
the phone system:
x Have a dedicated phone
number for domestic and
international calls
x Advanced features, including
voicemail, transfer, and
emergency calling (e911)
x Advanced call management,
including call routing, auto
attendant, and reporting
x Hybrid voice using Direct
Routing

Integrated Apps

Apps that are available to add
into your Teams channels are
available in the Teams store,
and you also have the ability to
custom-build an app and easily
distribute it through the store or
to your users directly. Microsoft
has already made available
hundreds of applications that
will integrate seamlessly and
provide immediate value,
depending on what you wish to
accomplish!

Our Services
Our Microsoft experts are ready to help you take advantage of the Teams
software that is part of the Office 365 suite. Every organization is different
in the way it needs to collaborate. Teams provides a flexible, collaborative
environment that can be configured in a way that works best for you. Our
professional services team is available to ensure success, from consulting
on your collaboration needs all the way through to implementing and
adopting Teams for success.
We are ready to help with all your Microsoft needs, including:

Consulting Servcies

Managed Services

x Workshops
x Migration Strategy Planning and

x Office 365
x Active Directory/Azure Active

Road Mapping

x Data Migration Strategy
x Cloud Monitoring and
Management

x Data Protection Assessment
x Network Connectivity and
Security Assessment

x Licensing Requirements and
Consumption Planning

x Adoption Planning and Rollout

Directory

Professional Services
x Microsoft O365/M365 Migrations
x Any Single Workload Migration
or Implementation from the
O365/M365 Suite

x Microsoft O365/M365 Backup
Implementations

x Microsoft Teams Planning and
Deployment

Logicalis + Microsoft
As a Microsoft Gold partner, Logicalis
believes that every customer environment
and situation is unique. Our lifecycle
approach includes professional and
managed services, with specific offerings to
help you drive down the cost of ownership,
better leverage Microsoft investments
and optimize business productivity and
efficiency.
The Benefits:

x Trust Logicalis to provide the latest
Microsoft technology-based solutions all
over the world—wherever your business
may be.

x Complement your IT skill set with
specialized technology professionals—
without the expense and hassle of
recruiting and hiring them.

x Focus your resources on innovation and
business growth, while we support your
Office 365 and Azure workloads.

x Become more agile and efficient with a
personalized solution that meets your
business needs.

x Unlock opportunities to grow your
What we can do for your
organization?
Contact Logicalis to learn
how we can help.
Visit
www.us.logicalis.com
Call
866 456 4422

business and revenue by taking full
advantage of the cloud.

